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We present the first high precision measurement of the complete vave-

length dependence of the K-edge dispersion including the whole ränge

of the Kossei and Kronig structure. Synchrotron X-rays of DESY, Hamburg,

have heen used providing a highly collimated and intense heam with

continuous spectral distribution for interferoraetric measurement. In

comparing the result vith other experimental and theoretical f1 values

and also with the absorption spectrum, quite good agreement i s obtained.

There exists a group of quite important experiments the success of which

is essentially dependent on the availability of precise values of the

real part of the coherent anomalous forvard scattering amplitude

f = f + f r + if". We mention here (l) the method of anomalous dispersion

in structure determination , (2) the determination of surface electron
p

densities by total reflection , (3) the precision measurement of electron

densities , and (4) the absolute measurement of diffracted intcnsitiee
4

from povder samples .

Furthermore, the continuous measurement of the wavelength dependence of

f' in the vicinity of absorption edges opens the vay for the development

of a so-called dispersion spectroscopy vhich in the future might compete

vith the vell-known absorption spectroscopy vhich has been practiced for

nearly 50 years by now and vhich played a major role in the understanding

of the electronic structure of matter .

In the frame vork of an one electron model the coherent forvard scattering

araplitude for X-rays is given by

(i)

i i



PT is the momentum operator of the electron in state |I^which at

Position "r"- interacts vith a photon of energy E=fiaif polarization

vectort and wave vector k. ETf7 ia the energy difference of initial
l li

state|I>and intcrraediate state |Z> , !"% i*8 natural line vidth.

f is determined by the first term of equation (l). The resonance

scattering and thus f and f" are determined "by the second term.

Separately for each electron f and f" are connected by a Kramers-Kronig
6-7relation

2.
r P

Consequently f 1 contains just äs f" Information about the various

electron states involved, namely about the deep initial states, the

empty states near the Fermi edge (Kossei structure) and about those

interraediate states vhich are modulated by photoelectrons that are

backscattered from neighbouring atoms (Kronig stmcture, EXAFS).

g
X-ray interferometry äs developed by Bonse and Hart offers the possibility

of meaauring f with very high precision. The strength of the method had
9-10

first been shown in the region of normal dispersion and then also
11-11

near an absorption edge t however for a set of some discrete wave-

length only. In the latter case, because of the drastically increasing

absorption, for a precision raeasurement over 2 continuous vavelength

ränge a more sophi sticated experimental Version for instance one using

Synchrotron X-rays is needed,

The successful use of Synchrotron X-rays in the interferometric f*
14raeasurement was first reported by Bonse and Materlik who developed the

X-ray analogue to the direct measurement of anomalous dispersion in

light optics (see Wood ). The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig.l

and has been described in detail eleewhere ' . The essential features



of this technique are i

(l) the Separation and at-vill selection of harmonics and of polarization

states in the incident beamt (2) the possibility to eraploy the two wave-

length mcthod to eliminate the sample thicknegs, (3) the feasibility of

ff measurements in the wavelength interval extending at least between

0.3 to 3.0 A and for all materials independent of state, (k) the poasi-

bility to measure f and f" simultaneously of the sarae sample.

The first result ohtained i s shown in Fig. 2. It is the anomalous di s-

persion spectrum of Ni measured over the coraplete K-edge wavelength

region with a spectral resolution /— 2 x 10~ at each point. On the

long wavelength side of the edge a one parameter least square fit of

Hönl ' s theory is also drawn in Fig. 2. In the simple picture where a

correction of Hb'nl ' s frequency depcndence of the oecillator density is

omitted the fit gives a total K-oscillator strength of 1.105 electrons.

However, from the difference between measured data and Hönl ' s theory near

the edge and above 1.57 A we conclude that the frequoncy dependence raust

indeed he corrected. The di screpancy near the edge is mainly due t o

negligence of ! T_ f whereas disregard of L, Mf ... -dispersion causes an
18

error everyvhere in the theoretical curve what was also more recently
7

discusaed by Wagenfeld .

For the CuK et-, wavelength the most reliable f values are presented in

Table I.

TABLE I. Comparison of meaaured (BM, DMR) and theoretical (W, CL)

f values

BMa DMHb WC CLd

-3.014 ± 2.3̂  -3.081 -2.979 -2.956
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This work

^ See Ref. 12.
c •H, Wagenfeld, private communicatlon.

d I). T. Croraer and D. Libermann, J. Chem. Phys. 53, 1891 (1970).

The error of 2.3̂  of the value raeasured in this vork is that of a single

measured point, although the value -3-014 is probably rauch more accurate

because it was obtained with /\,-averaging from the Hon l fit.

On the short wavelength side of the edge in Fig. 2 we have indicated also
19the fine structure measured in absorption by Couchoi s and Mane scu .

K marks the onset and Kp the inflection point of the absorption edge.

The positions of their maxima (£,, ß , -v , d , C , "f (füll lines, sequence

beginning near KQ) and tbeir relative minima within p and within 'V*

(point-dashed lines) and their minima: Ist min, 2nd min, A, B, C, D, E

(dashpd lines) correapond very well to the clearly visible fine structure

of the measured f' spectrum.

20-21
It is concluded that äs a result of the very good harmoni zation

o f X-ray interferometrv and Synchrotron radiation a inethod has been

estahlished whereby it is possible to measure the complete coherent

photoabsorption cross section for X-rays vith high precision. In corapa—

rison to pure absorption spec troseopy vhich recently also became a more
22-21handy tool by the use of Synchrotron radiation the f 1 measurement

is performed vith a simpler spectral windov and the simultaneous

measurement of f1 and f" can answer question about the influence of the

spectral window on the measured f" spectrum. The importance of a simul-

taneous measurement of f 1 and f" has also recently been pointed out by
24

Fukamachi and Hosoya , who measured f and f" of Ga in GaP in a very

narrow region near the Ga K-edge.
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Fig. l Experimental arrangement for interferometric f' measurement

with Synchrotron X-rays.

Fig. 2 Wavflength dependence of dispersion correction f1 on either

side of the K-edge of nickel. K, onset, K« inflection point

of absorption edge, Füll lines indicate positions of raaxima,

dashed lines those of ininima of the absorption spectrum given

in Ref. 19. Note the correapondence of the measured fine

stmcture of f with that of the absorption spectrum.
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